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Damien's always been afraid of heights, but he's never been afraid of fieldwork or of being in the

spotlight. At least, he wasn't before the galaÃ¢â‚¬â€•the one where his grandpa nearly caused a

massacre and heroes from the League almost killed his best friend. Now he finds himself dreading

the very things he used to love, and all he wants is to skate by in school, avoid fieldwork, and keep

a low profile.But avoiding his fears isn't as easy as he hopes, especially when the school decides to

send him and his best friend to hunt down a dangerous criminal. And as if that isn't bad enough, it

turns out he also has to pass a flying test if he wants to make it through the school year, even

though his debilitating fear of heights means it's pretty much impossible.In order to pass the test and

catch a criminal, Damien accepts help from unlikely allies. But when his mission goes south and he

accidentally lets a terrible weapon fall into the wrong hands, he'll have to overcome his doubts and

save his friends from a psychotic killer bent on using his worst fears against him.
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So Sloooow. Where is the action? What happened to all the fun? This book was painful all the way

through. Everyone took three steps back and only two steps forward. I enjoy the series and will get

the next book but I am hoping for some progress in the next round.
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¡ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€¡ I think that says it allDoneStop putting minimum amount of words I like to

read not write

I love this series. After book three, I thought this was turning into a civil rights struggle, and while it's

still there in the background, this story is all about Damien and conquering his fears. Have you ever

wondered WHY he was so afraid of heights? You'll find out. Does he ever learn to fly? You'll find

out. Is he (and his friends) scarred from the events in book 3? You'll find out.All in all, this is the

book where Damien starts to grow up. No, he's not a mature adult or anything like this, but you're

starting to see flashes of the adult he will be. And I like it. Though I'd probably smack him if I had to

deal with him in real life... :)

I read the book pretty quickly. I love the first two books and the third book in the series seemed to

really have Damien constantly doubting himself. In this one, it's more self doubt. Yes he has to face

his fears but it's just constant hate against himself and the people that are trying to support him. I'll

keep buying and supporting the series as it comes out because it has a LOT of potential. I also

hope that Damien will get stuck with his father on a vacation at some point where he can't simply

escape to another familiar place.There is also one moment where I was excited to read the next

chapter because it was left as a cliff hanger. I was ecstatic because his sister and him were going to

have quite a first bonding experience together. Yet the next chapter basically overlooks that and you

have to use your imagination on what happened. It left me wanting.

Every Renegade X book has a heart, and this one is no exception! I loved getting to see Gordon

and Damien come to something like level ground, and of course Amelia's arc was wonderful too.

Always delighted to see and learn more about the heroes of Golden City. :)

Why is this not in kindle unlimitedBut on a good note I love this series so much I'm willing to buy itIt

just means my pockets going to be a little empty
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Another amazing book in an amazing series!

This is one of my favorite series I looking forward to the next one. I'm glad I started reading this

series.
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